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03 December 2019

SIGNAGE and BUILDING MAINTENANCE
INTRODUCTION
The Lincoln Trade Center is a “Business Campus” of professional companies, numerous
health care related opportunities and the corporate headquarters for a number of
businesses. The design The Trade Center is unique in that a majority of the properties
are tenant-owned and in turn those property owners guide, direct, and protect through a
Board of Directors everything related to the “commons” area. The Lincoln Trade Center
was purposely planned to blend together and considerable effort and expense has been
allocated to maintaining the “park like” setting of the Campus. To the benefit of all,
rules and regulations have been and continue to be developed regarding the “commons”
area as well as the buildings to create a positive public impression of our business
community.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CORPORTION
The Articles of Incorporation establish a Board of Directors to manage the Corporation,
the Bylaws direct the Commons to be maintained, and the Restrictive Covenants clearly
state that “No advertising signs, billboards, or other advertising devices shall be
permitted on any part of the outside of a building or inside if visible from the exterior,
unless the color, size, style and material thereof have been approved in writing by the
Corporation [formerly the Owner-Developer]. The Association shall have the exclusive
right to disapprove any sign, billboard or advertising device if in their sole discretion it
does not conform to the general standard and development of the properties.
Furthermore, no titleholder [Owner] shall plant trees, bushes, shrubs or flowers nor
construct benches, flower boxes or the like within the easement area without first
obtaining written consent from the Corporation. This provision is to insure that such
items do not adversely affect the aesthetic appearance of the properties or commons,
interfere with parking or pedestrian circulation and/or create unnecessary maintenance
problems. Finally, the exterior of any improvement on the properties shall not be
materially altered either structurally or aesthetically without first attaining the written
consent of the Corporation.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS – SIGNAGE
The digital sign at the main entrance to the Lincoln Trade Center is intended to be the
principle vehicle for advertising by Owners and their Tenants. All Owners have a vested
interest in assuring that the initial public presentation of the Trade Center is
contemporary, consistent in quality, and a positive statement to the public. It is our
“porch light” to welcome clients and customers. Advertising rates are set by the Board
of Directors and the sign is managed by the Executive Director.
Fascia signage is permitted on the surface area contiguous with the Owners property as
long as it fits vertically in-between the gutter and the lower accent band and is attached
with “studs” to permit removal without damage to the fascia surface. A scaled drawing
of the proposed signage including logos, colors, etc. must be submitted to the Board of
Directors for approval. In the event the Owner/Tenant moves out of the space, the
signage must be removed. If it is not removed, the Association will have it removed at
the expense of the Owner. If in the process of removal, the fascia surface is damaged as
a result of improper installation, the Owner is responsible to restore, in a timely manner,
the surface to its original condition.

damage caused by removal of improperly installed graphics
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Window signs and door signs must be “inside” the tenant space, submitted to the Board
of Directors for approval, and removed upon vacation of the premises.
Real Estate signs are permitted “inside” the windows of vacant business spaces. Real
Estate yard signs are NOT permitted.
Day signs are exactly that. A church assembly, a voting location, a sidewalk sale, etc. i.e.
a sign that is put up in the morning and taken down in the evening is permitted with the
understanding that the placement of the sign or signs does not infringe on the property
rights of others and does not create a traffic hazard or traffic distracting.
Yard signs, ground mounted in steel frames, typically 18” x 24”, are used to announce or
promote a unique event. Although the Corporation is not attempting to eliminate the
privilege to advertise in such a manner, everyone is asked to limit the time that these signs
are posted for a maximum of 2 weeks. At the end of that time it is expected that the sign
will be removed.
Vehicles upon which the name of a company or service is displayed is permitted only
when located immediately adjacent to the place of business being advertised.
Vehicles that display a “For Sale” sign in the window must be located immediately
adjacent to the business to whom the vehicle is titled.
Political signs and the like are NOT PERMITTED.
Advertising signs of any kind by anyone who is NOT an Owner in the Association are NOT
PERMITTED
Banners or signs attached to the exterior of the building are NOT PERMITTED.
Mobil signs either illuminated or non-illuminated are NOT PERMITTED.
NO SIGN LIMITING OR RESTRICTING THE USE OF COMMON PARKING IS PERMITTED.
Omissions from the above list do NOT imply automatic permission.
Submittal and approval by the Board of Directors is always required.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS - BUILDINGS
Building maintenance is essential to not only the overall appearance and value of the
properties but also our incentive to retain a favorable insurance rate.
APPEARANCE: The Lincoln Trade Center was purposely planned to blend together and
considerable effort and expense has been allocated to maintaining the “park like” setting
of our Campus. It is essential that any maintenance task reinforces the intended goal of
“blending” together and preserving the overall design.
Every building has been constructed for conformance with the original overall plan.
Section 20 of the Restrictive Covenants begins with “The exterior of any improvements
on the properties shall NOT be materially altered, either structurally or aesthetically . .
.” In that same Section it is stated that . . . proposed alterations shall be submitted . . .
to show the design, style, colors, and materials . . . and the Association shall have the
exclusive right to disapprove the plan if it does not conform to the general standard of
development of the properties.
INSURANCE IMPLICATIONS: In the event of a claim, properties that are perceived as
having not been “maintained” face the possibility that the claim may be denied.
THE COST: The Restrictive Covenants state in Section 20 that it is the responsibility of the
Association to assure [ i. e. having a certain prospect or confident anticipation of ] that the
exterior of the improvements including buildings be maintained and at reasonable times
perform [ or cause to perform ] maintenance to accomplish such maintenance. The COST
of maintenance shall be added to the next annual assessment for Capital or Special
Assessments or, otherwise, the sole responsibility of the benefitting member[s].
It is important here to understand that there is a difference between “the Commons” and
the private property of the Owners. Two exhibits on the LincolnTradeCenter.com web
site illustrate on a Google Map the “Commons” area i.e. green spaces, parking, and
drives, and the private property in yellow on the Plat Map. Note that the yellow “boxes”
are not the building footprints but the property footprint. Generally the property
footprint is 5’ to 10’ larger than the building and typically includes the narrow spaces
between buildings.
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MAINTENANCE OF THE COMMONS: Owners pay annual and special assessments for the
administration, maintenance or improvement of the Commons, not the buildings. Annual
and Special assessments, [ related to the Commons ] other than for capital improvements,
may be levied by the Board of Directors. [ Article VII, Section 2, (c) of the Bylaws ] Any
special assessment for capital improvements [ to the Commons ] shall be approved by
the membership.
MAINTENANCE OF THE BUILDINGS: Special assessments for CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS or
MAJOR REPAIRS to a building like the replacement of a roof shall be assessed against lots
in that building only and paid by the respective Owners. Maintenance of “party walls”
shall be shared by the Owners of the adjoining lots. Section 9. Maintenance of “utility
lines” are similarly shared by the Owners of the adjoining lots.
The “elephant in the room” so to speak is the “process” for replacing doors and windows,
for example, which are unique in number and/or location to a specific building. The
Covenants do not specifically address this issue. Replacing or painting one door is not a
capital improvement, it is maintenance. In either case however, approval of the
Association is required. Therefore, if the door is painted or replaced with a color/product
approved by the Association it is considered “maintenance” for which the cost is assumed
by the Owner of the benefitting property. See painting specifications.
In the context of Section 20, the question is . . . when is the assessment made to the
Owner ? Delaying payment for maintenance until the next annual assessment does not
appear either reasonable, appropriate or even intended. In the absence of more specific
direction, it is the interpretation of the Board of Directors that the total cost of any
maintenance / replacement should be the financial obligation of the benefitting Owner
upon the completion and acceptance of the work. Furthermore, once approval of the
Association has been secured, the implementation of the maintenance/replacement is
the sole responsibility of the Owner including authorization of any work and payment for
such authorized work. No payments are made to the Association and No funds are
dispersed by the Association.
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GUIDELINES - BUILDING MAINTENANCE
To facilitate the review and approval process, the Association has established the
following general guidelines relating to maintenance of the exterior of the buildings.
These guidelines are a “WORK IN PROGRESS” and as such will be updated from time to
time as additional information becomes available.
PAINTING to match existing
Scope of work for painting includes preparation, priming, caulking, and painting.
In 2006 the original doors were fading and showing signs of deterioration. It was decided
that all the doors should be painted the same color to replicate the original door finish
as closely as possible.
Wood doors
and transoms

Bran Muffin – Original spec: PPG 217-6 Semi-Gloss Latex
[ 1 coat if uniform cover achieved ]
Option: Sherwin-Williams Exterior Super Paint Acrylic Satin –
040392346 Series

Wood door
and window trim

SOM Brown – Original spec: Semi-Gloss PPG or equal [ 2 coats ]
SOM II 6-277 Semi-Gloss [ low sheen ]

Plywood soffit
(under side)

Off White Exterior Latex, PPG 70-110 Line Manor Hall, Eggshell,
to match existing [ 1 coat if uniform cover achieved ] or
Sherwin-Williams option – SuperPaint Exterior Latex Satin

Fascia surface

Custom Tan Stucco match, Order Number 0291362; TAN
Sherwin-Williams “Flat” Exterior SuperPaint A89W1151 series.

Fascia trim

Custom White Stucco match, Order Number 0291362; WHITE
Sherwin-Williams “Flat” Exterior SuperPaint A89W1151 series.

Metal Siding, trim
Touchup

Match existing metal finishes in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations.
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NOTE:

There are NO other color selections approved for use on the exterior of any
building on the Lincoln Trade Center Campus.

DOORS to match existing. A standard DOOR MAINTENANCE WORK ORDER form has
been prepared for use by Owners that provides basic specifications as well as the process
of replacement and payment. The form is posted at lincolntradecenter.com at the end
of this section on maintenance.
WINDOWS to match existing. A standard WINDOW MAINTENANCE WORK ORDER form
has been prepared for use by Owners that provides basic specifications as well as the
process of replacement and payment. The form is in progress and will be posted as soon
as it is completed.
SIDING
A majority of the public side of the structures were resided with steel lap siding in 2005
to replace the deteriorating Masonite composition product.
In 2015, the siding on the buildings along the east side [Lowes] of the Trade Center, with
the same deteriorating composition product, was replaced with steel lap siding leaving
only a few protected exterior surfaces on site that have the original siding product.
Vinyl siding has been eliminated as a siding option. Besides being fragile in a hail storm
the color tends to “yellow” over time.
Specifications for siding:
Siding - White textured 8” steel to match existing in 12’ lengths
Note . . . selected 12’ lengths rather than seamless to accommodate expansion.
Insulation - 3/8” fan-fold insulation board
Hardware - White nails and screws
Window trim and window wrap
Trim coil - 6” smooth – sandstone color - to match existing fascia
Corners – provide as required
Warranty manufacturers standard plus 3 year workmanship warranty
In 2005 the siding was replaced on a number of buildings as a “capital project”.
The materials used for this project are as follows
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Moisture guard 18” wide on the first bottom row
House wrap moisture barrier
Dow “fan fold” insulation x ¼”
Steel lap siding, 8” width, white in color with wood texture pattern
Aluminum soffit, Cameo in color, and fascia wrap, Sandstone in color
SOFFITS
Plywood stapled to framing at roof overhangs
Traditional vented and non-vented v-grooved aluminum, white in color.
FASCIAS – “Original” Specification – use only revised specification
Original 1/11 vertical siding, if remaining, should be replaced as soon as possible.
Fascia Renovation project in 2008 - new cementitious coating over foam board
Corner address block # 20401* rust similar to the brick
Corner address block # 31410* gold similar to the doors
Corner address numbers – black*
Fascia field # 10622* off white toward beige
Fascia base trim #9384* white to match soffit
* Original product samples / colors by STO in Association file
The cost to maintaining the original cementitious coating proved to be expensive and
finding skilled labor to provide the work was difficult. To more efficiently address the
need to keep the fascia surfaces looking new and to reduce the related maintenance
costs, a specific paint product has been specified for the purpose of either resurfacing or
touch-up. See the PAINTING section for detailed information.
Specifications for EIFS finish
Sto EIFS system with Gold Guard fluid applied waterproofing
EIFS system is a 1” [2”] insulation board glued to the existing fascia substrate.
PAB base coat and 4.5 ounce per sy Fiberglas mesh, Sto lit K 1.0 100%
Final coat to be a sand finish.
Acrylic finish in color[s] selected by owner, caulked along gutter
Vertical demarcation generally at fire walls. Horizontal accent as detailed
Recessed numbers at each end of the building.
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FASCIA RESTORATION INFORMATION
The back side of the buildings along the tracks were generally sided with 1/11 plywood
panels with matching fascia and wood trim. These surfaces were rotting in place and
therefore have either been or are soon to be upgraded. The down side which remains,
however, is that these panels will require paint which is a perpetual maintenance item for
the Owners.
The restoration plan of the remaining plywood fascia is illustrated with a detailed drawing
attached to this document as an exhibit. The drawing includes the existing conditions,
renovation sequence, the maintenance details, and a perspective view. The intent is to
have all of the fascia surfaces facing the track match each other in both construction and
color. The “field” of the fascia is a stucco patterned panel which is to be finished with a
match to the Tan Stucco on the face of the building. The trim is similarly a match to the
White Stucco on the face of the building. See painting specifications for details.
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GUTTERS
Original 5” gutters were upgraded to 6” gutters in 2005 when the wood shingled roofs
were replaced. In the process, a number of down spouts were eliminated to minimize ice
buildup on walking/parking surfaces. The original 5” gutters on the back of the “track
side” buildings were upgraded to 6” in 2018 as part of an insurance settlement for hail
damage.
Gutters – 6” aluminum – seamless - white
Original expansion joint in gutters did not work long term, modified in 2015.
On the “fronts” of a few of the buildings where new cementitious product was installed
below “existing gutters”, caulking between bottom of gutter and enhanced fascia is
required. See fascia specification above.
DOWNSPOUTS
Original 3”x 4” downspouts were replaced with new 3” x 4” in 2005 and in 2015.
Downspout locations relocated to minimize outlets near pedestrian traffic
Downspout locations on east side of campus relocated away from the corners
Downspouts on the east side – 4” x 5” aluminum – white – length as required
Downspouts to grade and extensions.
Extensions on to grassed areas – Stake both sides of termination with wire cross ties.
Splash blocks – 18” x 18” concrete patio block centered at end of downspout
GUTTER / DOWNSPOUT CLEANING
Cleaning of gutters and downspouts is required from time to time.
responsible to arrange and pay for this service.

Owners are

ROOFING (update June 2018)
All of the roof surfaces at the Lincoln Trade Center damaged in a hail storm in 2016 and
“re-roofed” via an insurance claim in 2018 – 27 buildings – 218,000 square feet.
Specifications: (update June 2018)
TruDefinition Duration Shingles by Owens Corning with patented SureNail Technology
and 130 mph wind resistance with a “Lifetime” warranty issued in the name of the Lincoln
Trade Center Owners Association, Algae resistance warranty limited to 10 years,
TruPROtection non-prorated warranty limited to 10 years. Color “Driftwood” to match
existing.
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Starter Strip Shingle by Owens Corning
WeatherLock G granulated self-sealing ice and water barrier by Owens Corning
Style D Roof Edge, 2 5/8” x 1” x bronze by Phillips Manufacturing
Gutter Apron, 3” x 2” x white by Phillips Manufacturing
EDGEmaster W-Valley flashing , 10 5/8” + 10 5/8” [24”], “Driftwood” by Phillips
Manufacturing
Stack flashing, #81853 multi-size 3-N-1 galvanized steel base, bronze, roof flashing by IPS
Products
Attic vent, slant back design, weathered bronze in color, by Lomanco, Inc
Construction tripolymer sealant, #2300, bronze by Geocel Products Group.
Touchup paint – to match weathered bronze by ABC Supply Co. Inc.
Electrogalvanized Coil Roofing Nails, 1 1/2", 11 gauge, 3’4” deck penetration, by ABC
Supply Co. Inc.
DuraRidge Hip and Ridge Shingles by Owens Corning, “Driftwood” to match shingles.
Step flashing at vertical wall intersections, weathered bronze in color, by Lomanco, Inc.
BRICK VENEER
Old English blend as manufactured by Yankee Hill Brick.
Non-colored mortar. Existing size and patterns shall be replicated.
MOVEMENT OF STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
The Lincoln Trade Center Owners’ Association was NOT involved in the site preparations
for or construction of any of the buildings on site and assumes no responsibility for or
liability for concerns regarding these matters. Issues regarding construction are matters
to be resolved by the respective Owners/Sellers and their respective legal counsel if
appropriate.
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INFESTATIONS
Infestations of termites, bees, whatever are issues that are to be addressed directly by
Owners. Recommend that adjacent property Owners be consulted to determine the
extent of the infestation.
SOFFIT SECURITY LIGHTING
The security lighting in the soffits is powered by a time clock near the center of each
building and usually above the unit entry. The time clock should be set to go on at 4 pm
cst and off at 9 am cst. If this is not occurring, it will be necessary for someone in the
center unit to check the time clock settings and adjust as required. The lamps for the
security lighting are 1600 lumens (brightness), natural daylight, basic LED, A19, medium
base bulbs [equivalent to a 100W bulb ]. It is important that all lamps be of the same
color and brightness. These bulbs can be purchased at most big box stores. The brand
of the currently installed bulbs in UTILITECH. In the past, the Association has replaced
burned out lamps once in the Fall and again once in the Spring.
ROOF MOUNTED EQUIPMENT
For the most part all mechanical equipment is ground mounted.
The use of dish
antennas, however, has become essential to business operations and the installation has
been approved by the Directors provided (1) that the installation is not visible from the
front of the buildings, (2) that the equipment is professionally installed, (3) the cables are
as inconspicuous as possible and properly secured, and (4) that the Owner agrees to
remove such equipment and make repairs as required upon termination of use or sale of
the property.
BAR-B-QUE GRILLS ARE A HAZARD
Periodically, a “Loss Control” representative from the Associations’ Insurance Company
makes an inspection of our site and reports both safety and liability concerns. A recent
report noted “that there were 4 grills with propane tanks and 2 grills used charcoal…and
that the grills greatly increase the risk of fire. 11 June 2019 update: After careful
consideration of the current tolerance of gas / charcoal grills, both in the Commons and
on private property contiguous to the Commons, in light of the above comments by the
Loss Control representatives, the Board of Directors voted unanimously that “fuel fired
grills, wood or pellet smokers, etc. of any kind, are NOT to be used or even stored at the
Lincoln Trade Center, either on the Commons or on the private properties.” This new
language replaces all previous qualified exceptions and is effective immediately.
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WOOD PALLETS
Wood Pallets are also a fire / security hazard and should be removed from the campus.
Updated as of June 2019
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